INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION
Conventional Conventional theories theories of of economic economic growth growth typically typically involve involve analyses analyses of of economies economies that that do do not not grow. grow. These These theories theories commonly commonly examine examine economies economies with with maximal maximal sustainable sustainable capital-labor capital-labor ratios ratios and and describe describe paths paths of of capital capital accumulation. accumulation. It It is is unfortunate unfortunate that that any any economy economy converging converging to to a a steady steady state state is is one one in in which which per per capita capita consumption consumption is is arbitrarily arbitrarily near near a a constant constant after after finitely finitely many many periods. periods. This This is is an an unusually unusually gloomy gloomy vision vision of of the the future, future, even even for for the the dismal dismal science. science.
This This simple simple observation observation has has sparked sparked the the recent recent interest interest in in models models of of economies economies that that actually actually do do grow. grow. An An important important vein vein in in this this literature literature involves involves models models in in which which there there are are increasing increasing returns returns to to scale; scale; Romer's Romer's [8J [8J work work is is path-breaking. path-breaking. A A second second area area in in this this research research uses uses models models in in which which there there are are no no production production non-convexities. non-convexities. This This approach approach is is appealing appealing because because it it obviates obviates the the need need to to distinguish distinguish between between scale scale economies economies that that are are internal internal to to the the firm firm and and those those that that are are external external to to it. it. The The work work of of Rebelo Rebelo [7J, [7J, Jones Jones and and Manuelli Manuelli [5J, [5J, and and Boldrin Boldrin [2J [2J is is noteworthy noteworthy. . lhis ... .. The The author author was was a a visiting assistant assistant professor professor visiling at at the the University University of of Chicago Chicago when when this work work was was begun. begun. He He thanks thanks an an anonymous anonymous referee referee for for useful useful suggestions, suggestions, Larry Larry Jones Jones and and Tapan Tapan Mitra Mitra for for several several helpful helpful conversations, conversations, and and seminar seminar participants participants at at the the University University of of Indiana, Indiana, University University of of Chicago, Chicago, Ohio Ohio University, University, Northwestern Northwestern University, University, and and Cornell Cornell University University for for comments, their their comments. [7] . [7] . In
In and and agent agent t t;" 1 1 chooses chooses the the pair pair (c (cI, I, " I' C C I, I, I '+ + I) I) to to maximize maximize (7) (7) subject subject to to Since Since agent agent 0 0 is is endowed endowed with with nothing nothing but but the the initial initial stock stock of of capital, capital,
1 is is endowed endowed with with nothing nothing The The firm's firm's problem problem is is also also simple, simple. Firm Firm i i E E {1, {1, 2} 2} chooses chooses the the pair pair j,
is is linearly linearly homogeneous, homogeneous, profits profits per per period period are are zero, zero, and and (8) (8) represents represents the the maximization maximization of of the the present present value value of of firm firm i's i's profits. profits.
We We may may define define an an equilibrium equilibrium as as a a sequence sequence (5) (5) such such that that for for all all t t (i) (i) agent agent 0 0 solves solves (6) (6) and and agent agent t t ~1 1 solves solves (7); (7) (2),
Note Note that that we we have have defined defined aggregate aggregate consumption consumption C C t t ;" 0 0 in in (iii). Condition Condition (i) (i) states states that that consumers consumers maximize maximize utility, utility, (ii) (ii) states states that that firms firms maximize maximize profits, profits, (iii) (iii) is is the the material material balances balances condition, condition, (iv) (iv) are are the the resource resource constraints, constraints, (v) (v) is is the the initial initial condition condition for for the the aggregate aggregate capital capital stock, stock, and and motion. (vi) (vi) is is its its law law of of motion, Since Since the the production production functions functions are are linearly linearly homogeneous, homogeneous, we we can can write write i = = KilL; K;/L; and!;(k..) andfi(kJ = = Fj(KdL;, them them in in intensive intensive form. form. Let Let k k j Fi(KdL;, 1). 1). Assumption Assumption !;( , concave, 1 1 implies implies that that fie .) ) is is positive, positive, non-decreasing, non-decreasing, and and concave. Note Note that that we we have have not not assumed assumed that that lim lim k ki ; _ _ !;(k..) O. Since Since there there is is no no population population 00 00 f;CkJ = = 0, growth, growth, we we are are examining examining the the possibility possibility of of growth growth of of per per capita capita consump consumption. tion. The The only only way way that that there there can can be be sustained sustained growth growth is is for for the the capital capitalbound,2 labor labor ratio ratio to to grow grow without without bound. be the the real real (current) (current) price price of of a a unit unit of of the the investment investment good good after after depreciation depreciation has has occurred.
occurred. Since 
uniquely, uniquely, since since (13) (13) is is true true under under the the assumption assumption of of full full employment. employment.
SUSTAINED SUSTAINED GROWTH GROWTH PATHS

PATHS
Since Since we we are are not not interested interested in in the the accumulation accumulation of of capital capital for for its its own own sake, sake, it it is is appropriate appropriate to to define define sustained sustained growth growth as as an an equilibrium equilibrium in in which which the the growth growth of of aggregate aggregate consumption consumption is is eventually eventually bounded bounded away away from from zero. zero. DEFINITION 
I I
The The following following Corollary Corollary is is useful useful in in Section Section 5. 5. We We state state it it here here because because it it is is a a property property of of equilibrium, equilibrium, and and it it will will help help us us in in describing describing the the savings savings behavior behavior of of the the agents agents in in a a growing growing economy. economy. 
FI(K i ,
Propositions Propositions 1 1 and and 2 2 imply imply that that FI(K;, 0) 0) = = 0 0 and and that that Fz(K i , 0) 0) > > O. O. Hence, Hence, labor labor is is essential essential in in the the production production of of the the consump consumption tion good good and and labor labor cannot cannot be be essential essential in in the the production production of of the the investment investment good. good.
F 2 (K i ,
In In order order to to understand understand the the restrictions restrictions that that sustained sustained growth growth places places on on functions, the the economy, economy, consider consider the the class class of of CBS CBS production production functions. We We state state in which which it it is is often often assumed assumed that that the the asymptotic asymptotic marginal marginal physical physical product product of of capital capital is is zero zero for for every every production production activity.3 activity.3 Assump Assumption tion 2(ii) 2(ii) is is a a restriction restriction that that ensures ensures that that capital capital will will always always be be sufficiently sufficiently productive productive in in the the consumption consumption sector.
Let Let fl(kd=(clkf+cz)(l/P), fl(kd=(clkf+C2)(l!Pl
sector. It It is is the the only only assumption assumption that that guarantees guarantees that that the the net net growth growth rate rate of of consumption consumption be be bounded bounded away away from from zero. zero.
The The simplest simplest production production function function that that satisfies satisfies Assumptions Assumptions 1 1 and and 2(iii) 2(iii) is is given given F F 2
indeed, any any production production function function of of the the form form 
analysis was was complicated complicated slightly slightly by by the the fact fact that that agents agents were were endowed endowed with with a a unit unit of of labor labor in in each each of of the the two two periods periods of of their their lives, lives, but but such such an an assumption assumption is is not not necessary. necessary. Note Note that that this this economy economy has has a a fixed fixed supply supply of of labor labor and and that that the the capital capital 
2) 2 
. may may not not be be optimal. optimal. 5 5 We We turn turn our our attention attention now now to to whether whether agents agents choose choose savings savings plans plans that that allow allow for for growth. growth.
EQUILIBRIUM EQUILIBRIUM GROWTH GROWTH
Recall Recall that that the the agents' agents' preferences preferences are are described described by by smooth smooth utility utility func func- 
